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needle’s eye technique 203, 204–5
pre-explant information 197
principles 191–5
recommended personnel 198
risks 196–7
sheaths 199–205
superior approach 199–202, 203
techniques 197–207
thoracotomy 206
tools 199–207
tying sutures to “cables” 199, 201
lead fracture 64, 65, 280, 281, 282
pacemaker implantation 161, 186
lead impedance 472, 473
abnormalities 280, 281, 282, 283
lead implantation 166–75
atrial 172–4
revision 174, 176–9
single lead VDD pacing 175
toroidal lead positioning 167–72
see also lead placement
lead infection 190–1
indications for extraction 192, 195–6
lead insulation abnormalities 280, 282
ICD leads 57, 336
materials 56–8
polyurethane 57–8, 336–7
silicone 57, 58, 337
lead-integrity algorithm (LIA) 64
lead malfunction/failure 280–4
dislodgement see lead dislodgement
fracture see lead fracture
ICD leads 63–5, 280–1, 336–7
impact 60
insulation failure 280, 282
lead design and 60–6, 280
management 63, 65
manifestations 62
monitoring, detecting, and reporting 66–7
perforation see perforation
returned products analysis 64, 65, 66, 67
sites of failure 63
time since implant relationship 305, 306
see also malfunctions
lead materials 54–66
anchoring sleeve 60
conductors 55–6
connector pins 59–60
electrodes 58–9
insulation 56–8
lead placement
acceptable electrical parameters 171
complications 180, 181, 183–6
epicardial 141, 143, 144, 174–5
ICD leads 359
see also lead implantation
lead-to-lead interactions 63, 280, 284
left ventricular assist devices (LVADs), electromagnetic interference 493–4, 497
left ventricular leads
assessment of optimal position 384–6, 387, 388
complications related to placement 191, 390–2
placement difficulties, management 386, 388–92
positioning, impact on CRT response 403–6
selection 380, 382–4
left ventricular offset 266, 267
left ventricular outflow tract (LVOT) obstruction, pacing hemodynamics 121–3
left ventricular pacing cardiac resynchronization therapy 116–20
endocardial 119
hemodynamics 116–20
univentricular 118–19
left ventricular protection period (LVPP) 265–6
left ventricular refractory period (LVRP) 265
left ventricular scar burden, impact on CRT response 403
left ventricular structure, impact on CRT response 403
left ventricular systolic function, impaired, indications for pacing 20–1
limb girdle muscular dystrophy, permanent pacing 17
lithium–iodine battery 67–8, 470
lithium–manganese dioxide battery 330, 332
lithium–silver vanadium oxide battery 68, 329–30, 331, 470
lithotripsy, electromagnetic interference 440, 495, 497
LMWH (low-molecular-weight heparin), patient assessment 155–6
locking styles, lead extraction 199, 200
2:1 lock-in protection algorithm 251, 252, 253
logistical considerations, pacemaker implantation 151–3
long-QT syndrome, permanent pacing 21–3
low-molecular-weight heparin (LMWH), patient assessment 155–6
Lyme disease, temporary pacing 30
magnet application follow-up assessments 464–5
pacemaker response 269–70, 276, 464–5
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) compatible pacemakers and leads 71–3, 493
electromagnetic interference 439, 492–3, 497
magnet mode, pulse generators 71
malfunctions 272–321
analysis of stored device data see stored data analysis
battery depletition 275–6, 277, 278, 470–1
capture problems see capture problems
cross-talk see cross-talk differential diagnosis 274–5
electrocardiographic manifestations 284–91
EMI see electromagnetic interference (EMI) general considerations 272–4
leads see lead malfunction/failure mechanical components 275–84
pacing at unexpected rate or sudden change in pacing rate 308–14, 315
pseudo-malfunctions 310
pulse generators 62, 275–9
radiographic imaging 275, 284, 285, 286, 287
sensing problems see sensing abnormalities
software abnormalities 279
symptoms suggestive of pacemaker abnormality 273
see also complications, pacemaker implantation; troubleshooting
Manufacturer and User Facility Device Experience (MAUDE) database 66, 500
marker channels 291, 292, 469
mastectomy, prior, patient assessment 157
maximum tracking rate (MTR), rapid sinus/atrial rates above MTR, loss of biventricular pacing 267
medicolegal aspects, pacemaker implantation 207
Medtronic ICDs 426, 428–9, 432
Medtronic Sensing Assurance™ algorithm 46
metabolic effects, stimulation threshold 47
metal detectors, airport, electromagnetic interference 489, 491
microprocessors, pulse generators 69
micropuncture technique, pacemaker implantation 161–4
mild-to-moderate heart failure, CRT outcomes 393, 398, 399
minute-ventilation sensors 75–6, 314
mitral regurgitation (MR), atrioventricular synchrony 91, 93
mobile phones, electromagnetic interference 489, 491
modes, pacing see pacing modes
Mode Selection Trial (MOST) 87, 109, 110, 111, 112
mode switch 244, 249–51
episodes, follow-up assessments 478, 480, 481
inappropriate/false rate enhancements 238–40, 241
monitoring lead malfunction 66–7
outpatient see outpatient monitoring
pacemaker implantation 152
monitoring zones, ICD 421–2, 423
mortality, atrioventricular synchrony 98–100
MR (mitral regurgitation), atrioventricular synchrony 91, 93
MRI see magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
multipolar pacing leads 51
muscle stimulation, follow-up assessments 460–1
muscular dystrophies, permanent pacing 16–17
myocardial infarction, acute see acute myocardial infarction
myocardial ischemia/infarction, diagnosis in pacemaker patients 498–9
myocyte, electrical excitability 34–5
myopotential sensing, follow-up assessments 461, 462
myotonic muscular dystrophy, permanent pacing 16
NCAP (non-competitive atrial pacing) 251–2, 254
Needle’s Eye Snare 203, 204
needle’s eye technique, lead extraction 203, 204–5
neural alterations, atrioventricular synchrony 98
neurally-mediated syncope 13–16
indications for pacing 15–16
types 13
neurogenic syncope, cardioinhibitory, algorithms 244, 247, 248
neurohormone level alterations, neurogenic syncope, cardioinhibitory, 13–16
neurally-mediated syncope 13–16
neural alterations, atrioventricular
NCAP (non-competitive atrial myotonic muscular dystrophy, Needle’s Eye Snare
oversensing 301, 304
noise reversion 70, 269, 439
noise, oversensing 301, 302, 416–18, 419, 489
non-apical right ventricular pacing 115–16
non-competitive atrial pacing (NCAP) 251–2, 254
open loop sensors 74
outcomes, cardiovascular, atrioventricular synchrony 98–100
outcomes, clinical, CRT 392–400
outpatient monitoring 485–8
frequency 487–8
Holter and event recorders 486
remote monitoring 486–7, 488
trans-telephonic monitoring 485–6, 488
see also follow-up assessments
outpatient visits 455–64
electrocardiography 463–4
history 456–9
physical examination 459–61, 462
radiography/fl uoroscopy 461–3
see also follow-up assessments
output circuit, pulse generators 69–70
oversensing 296–7, 298
cardiac signals 298, 300, 301
electromagnetic interference 301, 488, 489
far-field R-waves (FFRWs) 350, 352
follow-up assessments 474
ICD 298, 301, 302, 416–18, 419, 489
non-cardiac signals 300–5
pacemaker dependence 465–6
pacemaker erosion 188–9
follow-up assessment 459–60
pacemaker function, evaluation general considerations 272–4
see also device interrogation, follow-up assessments
pacemaker hardware 49–71
leads see lead(s)
magnetic resonance compatible 71–3, 493
pulse generators see pulse generators
pacemaker implantation 151–91
air embolism 183
antibiotic prophylaxis 158–9
arrhythmia 183–4
axillary vein approach 161–4
cephalic vein approach 164–5
complications see complications, pacemaker implantation
cost effectiveness 157–8
decision process, fl ow chart 154
generator insertion 175–9
imaging systems 151–2
infection 158, 189–91, 195–6
informed consent 158
lead implantation see lead implantation
logistical requirements 151–3
medicolegal aspects 207
micro puncture technique 161–4
pacemaker pocket 166, 175–6
patient assessment 153–7
patient monitoring 152
patient preparation 159
perforation see perforation
physician qualifications 150–1
physicians’ responsibilities 207
pneumothorax 182
post-procedure management 179–80
pre-implantation orders 158–9
procedure 159–66
revision 174, 176–9
sedation 159
single lead VDD pacing
site 159–60
subclavian vein approach 165–6
techniques 150–91
temporary endovascular
pacemakers 144–5
venous access 160–6
venous access, complications 180, 181–3
venous thrombosis 187–8
see also implantable cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD) implantation
Pacemaker in the Elderly (PASE) trial 109, 110, 111
pacemaker-mediated tachycardia (PMT) 259, 261–3, 313–14
algorithms to prevent, identify, and terminate 262–3, 264, 313
follow-up assessments 482–3
runaway pacing vs. 314
pacemaker mode selection atrioventricular block 124, 126, 127
hemodynamics 123–7
sinus node dysfunction 124, 125, 127
pacemaker pad placement, transcutaneous pacing 135, 137
pacemaker pocket follow-up assessments 459–60
hematoma 189, 459
infections 189–90, 459
pacemaker implantation 166, 175–6
pacemaker programmers, follow-up assessments 466–7
pacemaker removal see lead extraction
pacemaker syndrome 108–11, 456–7, 458
diagnosis 109
etiology 108, 109–10, 111
follow-up assessment 456–7
hemodynamics 108–11
incidence 109
management 111
predicting 109–110
symptoms 109
pacemaker timing cycles 211–70
abbreviations 211
atrioventricular interval 222–6
base-rate behavior see base-rate behavior
biventricular pacing 219, 264–6
blanking periods see blanking periods
features affecting device behavior 223
pacing modes 212–17, 218–22
pacing nomenclature 211–12
portions 217–27
rate enhancements see rate enhancements
refractory periods see refractory periods
upper rate behavior 234, 237, 238
ventriculoatrial interval 226, 232
see also atrioventricular interval; rate-modulated pacing
pacing, basic concepts 35–49
pacing impedance 38–9
time-dependent changes 44
pacing modes 212–17
atrial asynchronous (AOO) pacing 212, 213, 218
atrial inhibited (AAI) pacing 213, 214, 218, 220, 221
atrioventricular sequential, ventricular inhibited pacing (DVI) 213, 215, 216, 222
dual chamber asynchronous pacing 212, 213, 218
dual chamber pacing and sensing with inhibition and tracking (DDD) 212, 213, 218
rate-modulated pacing see rate-modulated pacing
single chamber asynchronous pacing 212, 213, 214, 218
single chamber inhibited pacing 213, 214, 218, 220, 221
single chamber triggered mode pacing (AAT and VVT) 213–14
timing cycles 218–22
ventricular asynchronous (VOO) pacing 212, 213, 214, 218
ventricular inhibited (VVI) pacing 213, 214, 218, 220, 221
ventricular pacing, dual chamber sensing with P-synchronous ventricular pacing and inhibition see VDD (ventricular pacing, dual chamber sensing with P-synchronous ventricular pacing and inhibition) pacing ventricular pacing with inhibition and dual chamber sensing (VDD) 213, 215
paced nomenclature 211–12
pacing rate, unexpected/sudden changes 308–14, 315
pacing system analyzers (PSAs) 153
pacing thresholds automated capture 475, 476
follow-up assessments 474–8
impact of clinical variables 47
see also stimulation threshold passive fixation leads 51–4, 166–7
patient assessment anticoagulants 155–6
antiplatelet agents 155–6
asystole risk 157
follow-up see follow-up assessments infection 153–4
kidney disease 154–5
mastectomy, prior 157
pacemaker implantation 153–7
subclavian vein implantation 156–7
tricuspid valve disease 157
venography 152
patient diagnostics, follow-up assessments 478, 480–1
patient evaluation, ICD shocks 441–2, 443
patient preparation
pacemaker implantation 159
pre-implantation orders 158–9
patient selection, CRT 374–6, 378
PAVB (post-atrial ventricular blanking period) 298, 300
PCW (pulmonary capillary wedge) 218
pressure, atrioventricular synchrony 88–9, 90
peak endocardial acceleration sensor 76
pectoral muscle stimulation, follow-up assessments 460
perforation 184–6, 284, 285
coronary vein, CRT implantation 191, 391–2
temporary transvenous cardiac pacing 146, 147
pericardial tamponade, pacemaker implantation 184
perioperative management, electromagnetic interference 440, 496, 497
peripheral vascular resistance, in pacemaker syndrome 109, 111
permanent pacing acquired atrioventricular block 10–11
acute myocardial infarction 25, 26, 27
adolescents 23–5
after cardiac surgery 25, 27
after transcatheter aortic valve implantation 27
amyloidosis 18
Becker muscular dystrophy 17
Chagas disease 18
children 23–5
chronic bifascicular block 12–13
chronic neuromuscular disorders 16–17
classes of guideline recommendations 4
collagen vascular diseases 18
dilated cardiomyopathy 19
Duchenne muscular dystrophy 16–17
Emery–Dreifuss muscular dystrophy 17
genetic cardiomyopathies 18–20
hypertrophic cardiomyopathy 19–20
idiopathic orthostatic hypotension 16
indications 3–27
infiltrative and inflammatory disorders 17–18
Kearns–Sayre syndrome 17
limb girdle muscular dystrophy 17
myotonic muscular dystrophy 16
neuromuscular disorders, chronic 16–17
reflex syncope 15–16
sarcoidosis 17–18
sinus node dysfunction 6–7
systolic heart failure 20–1
tachycardia prevention/termination 21–3
personnel follow-up clinics 454
lead extraction 198
pharmacological effects, stimulation threshold 47
pharmacological therapy, arrhythmias 438
phrenic nerve stimulation, management of left ventricular lead placement difficulties 388–90
physical examination evaluation of pacemaker malfunction 273–4
follow-up assessments 459–61, 462
general aspects 461
physician qualifications, pacemaker implantation 150–1
physician responsibility, pacemaker implantation 207
physiology, conduction system 1–3
piezoelectric crystals (vibration sensors) 74
PMT see pacemaker-mediated tachycardia (PMT)
plethora, pacemaker implantation 182
pocket, pacemaker see pacemaker pocket
polarization 41–2
polyurethane, lead insulation 57–8, 336–7
post-atrial ventricular blanking period (PAVB) 298, 300
post-procedure management electromagnetic interference 496
pacemaker implantation 179–80
regurgitation, mitral, atrioventricular
synchony 91, 93
remote monitoring 418–20
ICD 418–20
outpatient monitoring 486–7, 488
removal, pacemaker see lead
extraction
repetitive non-re-entrant
ventriculoatrial synchrony
313–14, 315
reporting, lead malfunction/failure
66–7
responders vs. non-responders, CRT
401
response to pacing, SVT–VT
discrimination 346, 352
rest rate 244, 245
resuscitation, cardiopulmonary,
temporary pacing 134
retrograde conduction, pulmonary
venous flow patterns 90, 91
returned products analysis (RPA),
lead failure 64, 65, 66, 67
reversible causes, bradycardia
134–5, 136
right ventricular impedance sensor
76–7
right ventricular outflow tract
(RVOT) pacing 115
right ventricular pacing
algorithms to minimize 255,
257–9, 260
alternative site 114–16
detrimental effects 111–13
hemodynamics 111–16
minimizing strategies 113–14
rivaroxaban therapy 156
runaway pacemaker 315
safety margin strategy, ICD implant
testing 360
safety pacing 222–5
sarcoidosis, permanent pacing
17–18
scan hysteresis 244, 245, 246
scar burden, CRT non-response and
403
SCD (sudden cardiac death)
prevention, ICD indications
323–7
schedules, follow-up assessments
487–8
search hysteresis 244, 245
secondary prevention, ICD therapy
324, 425, 427
sedation, pacemaker implantation
159
Seldinger technique, venous access
160–1
sensing
automated 46
bipolar vs. unipolar 36–7
EMI see electromagnetic
interference (EMI)
follow-up assessments 472–4
ICD 340–2, 415–18
impedance 39
problems see sensing abnormalities
time-dependent changes 43–4
unipolar vs. bipolar 36–7
see also sensors
sensing abnormalities 291–305
causes and management 307
oversensing see oversensing
undersensing see undersensing
see also malfunctions
sensing circuit, pulse generators
70
sensing thresholds, follow-up
assessments 472–4
sensitivity adjustments, implantable
cardioreventor–defibrillator (ICD)
292
sensor algorithms, programming
77–8
sensor-driven pacing 314
see also rate-modulated pacing
sensors 73–9, 314
accelerometers 74–5, 314
blended minute-ventilation and
activity sensors 76
choosing 78–9
minute-ventilation sensors 75–6,
314
peak endocardial acceleration
sensor 76
right ventricular impedance sensor
76–7
types 73–7
see also sensing
severe heart failure, CRT outcomes
392–7
shocks, ICD see implantable
cardioreventor–defibrillator (ICD)
shocks
silicone, lead insulation 57, 58, 337
single chamber algorithms, SVT–VT
discrimination
dual chamber discriminators vs.
performance 354–5, 356, 357,
358
operation 352
ventricular building blocks 345–50
see also supraventricular
tachycardia–ventricular
tachycardia (SVT–VT)
discrimination
single chamber asynchronous pacing
212, 213, 214, 218
single chamber inhibited and
rate-modulated pacing 228–9
single chamber inhibited pacing
213, 214, 218, 220, 221
single chamber rate-modulated
asynchronous pacing 229
single chamber triggered mode pacing
213–14
single lead VDD pacing, lead
implantation 175
sinoatrial (SA) node, anatomy and
physiology 1–2
sinus node, anatomy and physiology
1–2
sinus node dysfunction 4–7, 73
acute myocardial infarction 28
diagnosis 5, 6
indications for permanent pacing
6–7
manifestations 4–6
pacemaker mode selection 124,
125, 127
sinus preference 244, 245, 246
sinus rate (SR)
above maximum tracking rate, loss
of biventricular pacing 267
intrinsic, algorithms to allow 244,
245, 246
sites
alternative, right ventricular pacing
114–16
pacemaker implantation 159–60
sleep rate 244, 245
software abnormalities 279
Sorin Group ICDs 429, 430
spurious programming 467
St. Jude Medical ICDs 429–31
Steinert disease, permanent pacing
16
steroid-eluting electrodes 59
stimulation
anodal 42
bipolar vs. unipolar 37–8
stimulation threshold 39–41
bipolar vs. unipolar stimulation
37–8
definition 35
high left ventricular, management
of left ventricular lead placement
difficulties 386, 388
impact of clinical variables 47
metabolic effects 47
pharmacological effects 47
strength–duration relationship
39–41
strength–interval relationship 41
time-dependent changes 44
stored data analysis 314–20
arrhythmia logbook and stored
electrograms 315, 316, 320
basic device data 315, 316
event counters and histograms 293, 315, 318–19
follow-up assessments 478, 480–1
strength–duration curve 338, 339
stimulation threshold 39–41
strength–interval relationship, stimulation threshold 41
subclavian vein anomalies, patient assessment 156–7
subclavian vein approach, pacemaker implantation 165–6
subclavian vein thrombosis 187–8
sudden bradycardia response (SBR) 244, 247, 248
sudden cardiac death (SCD) prevention, ICD indications 323–7
sudden onset, SVT–VT discrimination 348, 350
sudden rate changes 308–14, sudden onset, SVT–VT 30
sudden cardiac death (SCD) prevention, ICD indications 323–7
sudden onset, SVT–VT discrimination 348, 350
systolic heart failure, permanent pacing 20–1
tachycardia–brady syndrome 4, 5
tachycardia
interfering signals, limitations of SVT–VT morphology discriminators 347
during pacemaker implantation 183–4
pacemaker-mediated see pacemaker-mediated tachycardia (PMT)
permanent pacing 21–3
prevention/termination 21–3, 30
temporary pacing 30
see also ventricular tachycardia (VT) tachycardia programming, ICD 421–6
tantalum capacitors, ICD 332, 333–4
TAVI (transcatheter aortic valve implantation), permanent pacing after 27
telemetry
follow-up assessments 466–7
see also device interrogation, follow-up assessments
telemetry circuit, pulse generators 70–1
temporal trends
follow-up assessments 480–1
see also time-dependent changes
temporary pacing 134–48
acidosis and hyperkalemia 30
acute bacterial endocarditis 30
acute myocardial infarction 25, 28–9
cardiac catheterization 29
cardiopulmonary resuscitation 134
clinical application 147
comparison of technologies 147, 148
complications 145–7
drug-induced bradycardia 29–30
dual chamber pacing 142, 144
epicardial pacing 141, 143, 144
following cardiac surgery 29
head/neck tumor treatment 30
hypothyroidism 30
indications 27–30, 134
insertion of endovascular pacemaker 144–5
Lyme disease 30
options 135, 137–44
percussion-/fist-based pacing 144
tachycardias 30
transcutaneous see transcutaneous pacing
transesophageal pacing 141–2
transvenous endocardial pacing 138–41, 142, 143
TENS (transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation), electromagnetic interference 439, 495, 497
therapeutic radiation, electromagnetic interference 494–5, 497
thoracotomy, lead extraction 206
threshold, stimulation see stimulation threshold
thrombosis, venous 187–8
time-dependent changes
consideration of, device programming 46–7
impedance 44
sensing 43–4
stimulation threshold 44
timing circuit, pulse generators 70
timing cycles, pacemakers see pacemaker timing cycles
torsades de pointes 21, 22
permanent pacing 10
temporary pacing 30
total atrial refractory period (TARP) 227
transcatheter aortic valve implantation (TAVI), permanent pacing after 27
transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS), electromagnetic interference 439, 495, 497
transcutaneous pacing 135, 137–8
complications 137–8
failure 137, 138
pad placement 135, 137
transeosophageal pacing, temporary 141–2
trans-telephonic monitoring 485–6, 488
transvenous pacing see endocardial (transvenous) pacing
treadmill testing, follow-up assessment 458–9
tricuspid valve, lead complications 186
tricuspid valve disease, patient assessment 157
trifascicular block 11–12
triggered pacing 310, 312–13
troubleshooting 305–6
transvenous pacing
tricuspid valve, lead complications 186
tricuspid valve disease, patient assessment 157
trifascicular block 11–12
triggered pacing 310, 312–13
troubleshooting 305–6
transvenous pacing see endocardial (transvenous) pacing
treadmill testing, follow-up assessment 458–9
tricuspid valve, lead complications 186
tricuspid valve disease, patient assessment 157
trifascicular block 11–12
triggered pacing 310, 312–13
troubleshooting 305–6
transvenous pacing
tricuspid valve, lead complications 186
tricuspid valve disease, patient assessment 157
trifascicular block 11–12
triggered pacing 310, 312–13
troubleshooting 305–6
transvenous pacing see endocardial (transvenous) pacing
treadmill testing, follow-up assessment 458–9
univentricular left ventricular pacing 118–19
upper limit of vulnerability (ULV) 328
upper rate behavior 234, 237, 238
vacuum-assisted wound closure 190
VAI (ventriculoatrial interval) 226, 232
valvular regurgitation, atrioventricular, atrophic ventricular
synchrony 90–1, 93, 94
VDD (ventricular pacing, dual chamber sensing with
P-synchronous ventricular pacing and inhibition) pacing 213, 215–17, 222
single lead, implantation 175
VDI (ventricular pacing with inhibition and dual chamber sensing) 213, 215
venography
deep vein thrombosis 187
pacemaker implantation 152
venoplasty, management of left ventricular lead placement
difficulties 386, 390
venous access complications 180, 181–3
pacemaker implantation 160–6
Seldinger technique 160–1
venous thrombosis, pacemaker implantation 187–8
ventricular arrhythmia, during pacemaker implantation 184
ventricular asynchronous (VOO) pacing 212, 213, 214, 218
ventricular-based timing 231
atrial-based timing vs. 231–2, 233, 234
effect on rate-modulated pacing modes 232–3, 235
ventricular building blocks, SVT–VT discrimination 345–50
ventricular capture, transcutaneous pacing 137, 138
Ventricular Capture Management™ 46
ventricular contractions, premature, loss of biventricular pacing 268
ventricular electrogram morphology, SVT–VT discrimination 345–8
ventricular fibrillation 327–9
ventricular inhibited (VVI) pacing 213, 214, 218, 220, 221
ventricular lead positioning 167–72
ventricular pacing atrioventricular pacing vs. 87–108
left see left ventricular pacing pacemaker syndrome see pacemaker syndrome
right see right ventricular pacing
ventricular pacing, dual chamber sensing with P-synchronous ventricular pacing and inhibition see VDD (ventricular pacing, dual chamber sensing with
P-synchronous ventricular pacing and inhibition) pacing
ventricular pacing with inhibition and dual chamber sensing (VDI) 213, 215
ventricular rate, atrial rate vs., SVT–VT discrimination 346, 350
ventricular rate regularization (VRR) 239, 240
ventricular rate stabilization (VRS) 239, 240, 243
ventricular-sensed response 267–8
ventricular tachycardia (VT)
failure to detect/treat sustained VT, ICD troubleshooting 445–7
fast, antitachycardia pacing (ATP) 432–4
permanent pacing 21–3
prevention/termination, cardiac pacing 21–3, 30
programming, ICD 421–6
sensing, ICD 340–2, 415–18, 419
slow, antitachycardia pacing (ATP) 435
supraventricular tachycardia vs. see supraventricular tachycardia–ventricular tachycardia
(SVT–VT) discrimination temporary pacing 30
see also tachycardia
ventriculoatrial (retrograde) conduction, pulmonary venous flow patterns 90, 91
ventriculoatrial interval (VAI) 226, 232
vibration sensors 74
virtual electrodes 328
vital signs, follow-up assessments 461
VOO (ventricular asynchronous) pacing 212, 213, 214, 218
VT see ventricular tachycardia (VT)
vulnerability testing, ICD 364–5
vulnerable period 328
vulnerable zone, shock-induced ventricular fibrillation 328
VV (left ventricular–right ventricular) interval, dynamic programming 77
VVI (ventricular inhibited) pacing 213, 214, 218, 220, 221
VV (left ventricular–right ventricular) optimization 77
CRT 406–7
VVT (single chamber triggered mode pacing) 213–14
warfarin, patient assessment 156
Wedensky effect 41
Wenckebach-like behavior, upper rate behavior 237, 238
Wenckebach phenomenon, dual chamber systems 457–8
Wilkoff chronotropic assessment exercise protocol 85
withdrawal of therapy, dying patients 496, 498
wound closure, vacuum-assisted 190
Zener diode 70